1 Example Section Header

Write your work term report here.

1.1 I am a subsection

You can be as organized as you want.

I am a new paragraph. I am not a new paragraph.

Tips:

• % percent signs denote a comment, use a backslash to include it as text. The following symbols also require a backslash to show up in text: $ \{ \} & - #

• Latex displays math very well: $y = mx + b$, spaces in math-mode (between $) is not a concern: y = mx + b$

Example Section with no number

More words here, you need between 2000-3000 words (not including captions on figures).

Learn Latex

• Here is a resource for learning Latex: Learn LaTeX in 30 minutes

• Suggested IDE for Windows/Mac/Linux: TexStudio